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Learn laugh live – Phone 0490 515 187

JULY- 2022

Welcome to the Term 3 edition of the ECHO 2022. I hope the colours of our Winter edition warm your morning read. Enjoy!

WHAT’S IN THIS EDITION?
P1 FRONT COVER - Featuring the stars of our SPRING JAM concert P2 A Message from our President - Lorraine McEwan-McKenzie
A Message from our Enrolment officer, Brendan Hanlon
P3 Course Coordinator/ Leaders Liaison Report

P4 ‘SPRING JAM CONCERT’ - Feature Article

P5 ‘Our Home Report’ - Helen Rogers plus COVID UPDATE

P6 Who are you Going to Call - Information about Contacts

P7 Spotlight on two courses - Philosophical Fun De-Mentals
Lunching Around the Lake

P8 New Courses for Term 3

P9 Yoga Pose with Michael

P10 Guest Speakers Program

Importance of Good Footwear Article

Term Dates & Course Vacancies

Our ‘Fabulous Friday’ music groups are planning a ‘Welcome to Spring’ concert

AND YOU’RE INVITED!

Details Page 4
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Term 2 presented some challenges as
we continued to manage our response to the COVID pandemic.
We had to suspend several classes for one week to maximise
our chance of containing the
spread and I would like to
sincerely thank all of the
Leaders and members who
worked cooperatively with us
to meet those challenges as we
implemented our new COVID
Control policy. My hope is that
as winter passes, we can look forward to a slow return to “normal” –
whatever normal will mean for our future. We
still have a way to go on this COVID journey but I feel confident
that we are well positioned to deal with whatever comes next.

Leaders Retiring

Spring Jam!

Who are You Going to Call?

That’s a great name for a jam session/concert that two of our classes are planning for the start of Spring isn’t it? I am excited! Our
wonderful Friday musical groups – the Men Making Music group
and the Advanced Ukulele group are getting together to put on a
concert for us at the beginning of September. We are going to take
the opportunity to use this event to honour our wonderful volunteers. It will be a Friday arvo session with wine and cheese, just in

Lately we have been fielding a few calls that are being directed to
the wrong people. To make it easier for you, we have developed
an easy-to-follow document that you will see inside this edition –
you can tear it out (or print it out) and put it on your fridge if you
want to, but it gives you all the numbers and email addresses to
contact the RIGHT people to deal with your issue.

We have had a couple of Course Leaders notify us that they will be
standing down for various reasons—Sue Leask (Crime Fiction) and
Rhonda Smith (Guest Speakers Program). Our Course Coordinator
and Leaders Liaison Report will acknowledge their contribution in
greater detail but I would like to use this forum to personally thank
them for their service to Eastlakes U3A and wish them both well
for the future. Of course, as always, we are always on the lookout
for any people willing to step up to share their passion by running
a class.

Appeal for Committee Observers

After having made numerous unsuccessful appeals to our membership for people to take on specific roles in our Management
Committee, we have decided to use a different approach that understands that people may not want to make the commitment to
being on the Committee, but may be willing to observe and help
We have a couple of exciting new courses starting in Term 3,
which you can read about in our Course Coordinator’s report and where needed. If you have any level of computer skills, can send
in our New Courses feature page. Just a reminder that you can do and receive emails and have great ideas about how we can do
more than 5 classes if you want to – more info in the Course Coor- things better, we would love to hear from you. Please contact me
dinators report, but check out the Program on this link Program
on the email or number below and I would be happy to meet you
(u3anet.org.au) to see if there are any other courses you might
for coffee and discuss.
want to do.

case you were wondering why you should come… � You can read
more about this great initiative inside, but I’ve got a feeling this is
just the start of something ongoing and wonderful. Stay tuned (if
you’ll pardon the pun).

Lorraine McEwan-McKenzie
President, Eastlakes U3A
Ph: 0458 451 528 E: president.eu3a@gmail.com

A SPECIAL REQUEST FROM OUR ENROLMENT OFFICER
ALL enquiries or requests regarding enrolment in courses, MUST be sent to the ENROLMENT
OFFICER via EMAIL at m em ber sh ip .eu3a@ gmail.com rather than call the number in the program.
I acknowledge that some may not be able to do this and ask the NON-EMAIL members to either call into
the office, or ask a friend or family members to help you put your request in writing via email. This will
ensure that your request/enquiry gets a prompt response and is not lost in the system. Please also, do
NOT direct any enquiries or requests for enrolment in courses to the Course Coordinator or Leaders. They
have enough to do. The Term 3 Program will be posted on the website very soon (if it isn't already) so
check out the new courses and the changes from our Term 2 Program. https://eastlakes.u3anet.org.au/
wp-content/uploads/sites/26/Program3004c.pdf (CLICK ON THIS LINK TO TAKE YOU TO THE PROGRAM)
MANY THANKS. BRENDAN
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From our Course Coordinator & Leaders Liaison Officer
Rhonda for organising this. There have been so many interesting
contributors to this program. WE WOULD LOVE SOMEONE TO
STEP UP AND FILL THIS GAP.

Term 3 New Courses
A reminder of the three courses beginning next term. These are:

Introduction to Researching Your Ancestry.

Judy Adnum

Anne Lawler

Course Coordinator

Leaders Liaison Officer

Hi EU3A Members,
Here we are almost into Term 3 and we have just a few updates
for you.

Course Numbers
Overall, the numbers of members turning up to the courses each
week seemed lower than usual. It is not hard to imagine why. At
first we were a bit concerned but then considered COVID, flu season, chances to finally travel and winter all seem to have affected
attendance. We only worked this out through your rolls so a big
THANK YOU for returning them. Due to being able to see why
members were not in attendance allowed us to have a factual
understanding of low attendance.

Course Enrolment

Get in quickly as spaces are limited to 10 and there are already 4
enrolments. Brian is an internationally renowned expert in his
field and is keen to ‘give back’ to the community in his retirement. From meeting him once, I learned so many tips. He is still
employed professionally to research family ancestry. His course
will run from 11:00 – 12:30 in the Glover Street hall meeting room
on a Monday. Check out the details in the program. It is Course #
133.

Creative Sugar Craft 2
Again a 10 member limit, it will run in the Glover Street Hall
Meeting Room between 9:30 and 12:30 on Fridays. While this
course comes with an additional cost, it is sure to make you creative in cake decoration. The extra cost is for materials that Sharon
will provide for you. More information can be found in the program under Course # 512.

Building Model Ships
This will commence on August 22 and run for 4 consecutive weeks
as a taster. It will be run in the Belmont Library Meeting Room on
Mondays between 3 - 4:30 pm in Term 3, 22/8, 29/8, 5/9, 12/9

I want to remind everyone that the limit of 5 course choices that (last 4 weeks of term). For more information on this and othyou got at enrolment time, only applies at the beginning of the
er new courses, check out the ‘New Courses’ feature page.
year. Once all courses are allocated, where there are vacancies,
you are more than welcome to enrol and ARE NOT LIMITED TO 5.
Most Waitlists have disappeared so there are plenty of opportuni- Leaders’ Meeting
ties to fill your week with some of our existing or new courses.
A reminder that the Leaders Meeting will be in Glover Street Hall
nd
Email Brendan on mem ber sh ip .eu 3a@ gm ail.com to let him at 9.30am July 22 . If you are a Course Clerk we encourage you
to attend as well. Morning Tea will be provided.
know you want to join any additional classes for Term 3.

Thank You Course Leaders
Two of our wonderful Course Leaders have decided to hang up
their hats and are stepping down. I know we take every opportunity to let you know how valued you Course Leaders are for the
community service you offer but when you leave, we realise even
more what we lose- great company, great organisers and interesting courses.
On that note a HUGE thank you to Sue Leask, who many of you
know not just through EU3A but through many community
events. Sue has run Crime Fiction Lovers' Monthly Book Club since
2018 and will be sorely missed. Thank you Sue.

Last thoughts - Proposing a Facebook Page
The emergency situations and rapid changes we have had to face
over the past two years have got me thinking about easier ways
to communicate quickly with our membership. I would love to
know how many of you would access an Eastlakes U3A Facebook
page where information can be quickly posted – for example,
postponed classes, change of venues, vacancies in courses, special events and so on. Please email me to let me know your
thoughts. Have a wonderful break and stay warm and safe.

Judy: courses.eu3a@gmail.com
Also stepping down at the end of the year is Rhonda Smith who
has organised our Guest Speakers Program since 2020. Thank you Anne: leadersliaison.eu3a@gmail.com
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SPRING JAM
If you pass our hall on any Friday during the
EU3A term, you’re bound to hear beautiful music wafting
through the car park. The morning is filled with our fabulous
‘Advanced Ukulele’ players, proudly led by Beth Searles and in
the afternoon, our ‘Men Making Music Group’ led by Neil
Thomas, fill the hall with their dulcet tones. It was only a
matter of time before one of them (Neil) came up with the
idea of ‘having a jam’. Thus, the concept of a Spring Jam was
born.

The Advanced group meet on Fridays at 10.30 and have a variety of instruments strumming along, including some members
of the Men Making Music Group strumming along on their
guitars and Caroline on her electric bass ukulele. It’s a great
sound and well worth a listen.

Neil Thomas’ Men Making Music Group

AND YOU'RE ALL INVITED!
Our Management team are so chuffed with the idea that we
want to give their efforts an audience and we reckon it’s
worth having an event to celebrate the return of Spring and
our musical achievements. So here’s the details:
WHEN: Friday September 2nd (week 6 of Term 3) 2pm - 4pm
WHERE: Our EU3A Hall - 7 Glover St Belmont
DETAILS: Since we missed Volunteers Week this year, we
would like to invite our volunteer team to be guests of honour as a thank you for their continued hard work in keeping
our classes running, our hall tidy and maintained inside and
out and our Management Team, who keep the organisation
vital. We would love to see as many members and friends as
possible too. Booking details will be sent to members soon.

At the end of 2020 Dan took us up to Raymond Terrace where
a Men’s Shed had formed an elaborate band. We thought we
could do a simple version and in 2021 put up 'Men Making
Music' as a course. It raised a few eyebrows but the concept
was to get more men to participate in U3A, have fun making
music and chatting and talking about men’s health issues. We
started with a variety of instruments but have now settled on
AFTERNOON TEA: A light afternoon tea will be provided inacoustic guitars and singers. COVID put an end to the rest of
cluding cheese and bikkies to have with your glass of wine.
the year and half of Term 1, 2022. We then suggested a concert to keep interest high and added the Advanced Uke group
SOME BACKGROUND INFO
because they precede our time slot and a few of us have parBeth Searles Ukulele Group
ticipated in both groups. We often talk to Beth Searles re
Beth has been teaching our members to play the ukulele for
songs and music, which is why we are performing some songs
about 7 years now. She has separated the Beginners from the
together. The biggest smile we received was from our dedicatAdvanced players so anyone wanting to start from scratch and
ed singers, who were drowned out for the first few weeks,
give it a go can turn up on any Tuesday and learn the basics.
then we put an amp and mics in front of them and away they
went. Now we could all hear them. The
most disappointing thing that has happened, despite having a roster, is that
not 1 scone has appeared during our
break.

Advanced Ukulele - 511
FRIDAY 10.30am –12.00pm

Men Making Music - 517
FRIDAY 1.00pm - 3.00pm
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From Our BSCC Hall Convenor - Helen Rogers
Thank you to the folks who replied
to our appeal to add some new
members to the teams who look
after the hall on a rostered basis.
We have one new member for each
volunteer team that look after the
Internal Cleaning, External Aesthetics and Office Support for Leaders and EU3A Management. A big
thank you to all those team
members who have been
attending their volunteer support roles to keep EU3A looking and running smoothly.

events lately. During the unpredictable weather two families chose
to book the hall for their special “One Year Old” birthday parties.
Both reported that the children and adults had a fun filled afternoon without having to open their houses.
We have several other events in the pipeline for spring/ summer.

Maybe you could hold a function in our hall.
Contact Helen on 0409752764 or bcchallbookings@gmail.com

Helen Rogers

bcchallconvenor.eu3a@gmail.com

BSCC Hall Convenor

ENTRY TO MEETING ROOM
If you have a class in our MEETING ROOM, could I ask you to
use the side door that opens onto Sullivans Lane. This will
ensure other classes are not disturbed. Many thanks.
Our hall looking pretty special for the wedding.

WEDDING VENUES ARE US!

A special event was held in May when a local
young couple chose our hall as their wedding venue.
They and their family completely decorated our beautiful room for the reception after they were married
on our recently refurbished veranda area. It was a
fantastic event that will evoke memories for many
years. Our teams made sure the venue was in tip top
condition.
Our hall has been the venue for several other social

COVID UPDATE

I am sure that if you have been watching the
news, you will know that COVID is a long way from being over for
us. There are new variations of the virus starting to circulate and
our demographic continues to be the most vulnerable to the negative consequences of this terrible disease.

With the bulk of Term 3 being winter, (and what a bitter winter it
has been so far!) we will be continuing with our COVID Control policy and ensuring that we minimise any spread of COVID by suspending classes for one week, where a positive case has been identified.
Thank you for your cooperation in Term 2 – we managed to avoid
having a major outbreak because of our quick action in this matter.

and not attend classes if you have even the
slightest headache, sore throat or sniffle. We will also be monitoring closely, the Government’s position on reintroducing mandatory
mask-wearing and we will let you know when we hear anything
definite. In the meantime, we all know that the basic precaution of
mask-wearing and hand-sanitising is the best way to protect yourself, so we strongly recommend that you consider doing this.
Please remember that it is critically important that if you are diagnosed with COVID, and you have attended any classes in the 2 – 3
days prior to your diagnosis, that you PLEASE let your class Leaders know. It’s the responsible and considerate thing to do to take
care of each other.

Please note that COVID is not our only concern this winter, the influenza outbreak and RSV virus have been raging through our com- Have a safe and warm Term 3.
munity and we ask that you continue to take the greatest caution
Lorraine McEwan-McKenzie

OFFICE HOURS FOR TERM 3 2022
WEDNESDAY

10am - 11.30am

Come and visit our helpful office volunteers if you need assistance with any aspect of your membership or class enrolments.
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Who are you Going to Call ?
This document has been compiled to help you to get to the right person the first time when you call
or email us. If your issue is not urgent, we ask that you EMAIL us in the first instance, but if you
require a quick response, phone or text the appropriate person.

Issues

Who / number

More info

Accident, illness – including
COVID case in class (class members

Anne Lawler – Leaders Liaison
Ph: 0403 467 132
leadersliaison.eu3a@gmail.com

All accidents in class MUST have an Accident/
incident form completed by the Course Leader
and sent to the office.
If not urgent, please email in the first instance

BSCC – access to our hall, reporting issues

Brendan Hanlon – Enrolment Officer
– 0490 515 187
membership.eu3a@gmail.com
Helen Rogers – BSCC convenor

with facilities

0491 744 119

Complaints and accolades – -- issues

bcchallconvenor.eu3a@gmail.com
Lorraine McEwan-McKenzie – President

should report to their Course Leader)

Enrolment – changing classes, withdrawing, enrolling in new classes

you want to raise/ complain about, OR
positive feedback about good stuff we are
doing.

Venues – other than BSCC – cancelling a
class, venue issues
(Class Leaders)

Classes – Leader’s day to day issues,
cancellations, reporting non-attendance,

0458 451 528
president.eu3a@gmail.com
Nerida Tempest – Venues Officer

0402 531 993
venues.eu3a@gmail.com
Anne Lawler – Leaders Liaison
Ph: 0403 467 132
leadersliaison.eu3a@gmail.com

Lockbox codes, reporting malfunctioning toilets
and taps, breakages, hazards etc.
If you have a complaint, please ensure you
have all the details and consider what course
of action would satisfy your issue. We love to
hear compliments too!
Reporting hazards with external venues,
change requests for class times, access issues
etc.
Leaders who are sick on the day of classes
should call Anne as early as possible – and set
up a phone tree with their class to notify them.

Email to the EU3A office at:
eastlakesu3a@iinet.net.au

OR: Place in letterbox outside at our hall.

(completed at end of term)

Courses – New course ideas, changes

Judy Adnum – Course Coordinator

to existing classes, Leaders needing to

0431 011 008

Always on the lookout for new courses to add
to our suite

step down.

courses.eu3a@gmail.com

Volunteers at BSCC – contacting

Cleaning Teams – Geoff – 0412 299 290 or Beth 0408 467 440
Grounds and Gardens – Craig – 0450 428 538 or Carla 0402 520 523
Office/admin – Jill – 0410 616 712 or Helen 0409 752 764
Register as a volunteer! Helen: 0409 752764

Class Rolls (Leaders & Course Clerks)

team leaders to notify absences, gain
access etc.

Volunteering – registering your inter-

Helen Rogers – BSCC convenor

est in becoming a volunteer at the BSCC

0491 744 119

We urgently need backup volunteers for cleaning and gardening teams.

bcchallconvenor.eu3a@gmail.com

Publicity – Echo Newsletter
Promote your class, stories of interest to
our members, ideas to promote EU3A,
issues with our website

Lost Property – at the BSCC

Annette McEwan – Web and Publicity officer

0410 696 683
webandpublicity.eu3a@gmail.com
Helen Rogers – BSCC convenor

0491 744 119
Money – Payments
Checking receipt of payments for courses,
membership

Correspondence - letters
Correspondence - emails

bcchallconvenor.eu3a@gmail.com
Lyn Page – Treasurer

0407 061 374
treasurer.eu3a@gmail.com
Secretary
P.O. Box 455, Belmont NSW 2280
secretary.eu3a@gmail.com

Always looking for stories about classes, characters, events, achievements – and pictures.
Will come to your class to take pics and do interviews for your story.
If you have left anything at our hall – NOT
other venues!
IMPORTANT: ALWAYS remember to put your
name in the reference field when making payments so we can identify it.
All correspondence (letters) to be addressed to
the Secretary and mailed to our P.O. box.
Official correspondence via email
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SEEKING THE CURIOUS, ENQUIRING AND INQUISITIVE.
It was some time ago (actually quite
some time ago) as a nine year old girl,
that I fell in love with a much older
man – his name was ‘Julius Sumner
Miller’. I was captivated with his
memorable mantra of “Why is it so?”

Have I aroused your curiosity?
There are so many interesting questions to explore such as:

Have we become less happy in this age of technology? … or
not?
Would the world be a better or worse place if everyone
looked the same?
He posed questions and went about
Is there absolute mortality?
finding, telling and showing the answers.
What is time?
I wanted to know the answers to everything and he encour- Will the world be a better
aged my curiosity.
place if caste and religion
cease to exist?
There are a lot of us who would like to know the answers to
Is mind or matter more real?
some of the mysteries and obscurities of life. Indeed, to find
and understand some of the Philosophical questions that
from time to time we ask ourselves.
We look forward to welcoming to you to our group.
Quite literally, the term
"philosophy" means, "love of
wisdom”. In a broad sense,
philosophy is an activity people undertake when seeking
to understand fundamental
truths about themselves, the
universe, the world in which they live, their relationships to
the planet and to each other.

Elizabeth Hillman.
(Leader of Philosophical Fun de Mentals)
Course 421
Thursday 1.00pm–
2.00pm BSC Hall
Meeting Room

Well, have I got some good news for you…

U3A has a lovely group of enthusiastic, cheerful and curious
people who love a good discussion and we would like to
invite some new members. We are an inclusive group and
welcome participation from anyone who wishes to join in
the discussions, even to suggest new topics. In so doing, we
would extend our class time but limit class numbers to 10.

I am looking forward to the next lunch and Anne and I have
enjoyed being the ‘guinea pigs’ and trying the food prior to
One of life’s pleasures is to meet up with friends for a lovely booking.
lunch and a few laughs. When this course required a new
Don’t forget, there are 2 lunching groups. Get in touch with
leader, Anne and I thought we could easily fill this role. Did I either of us if you would like to come for lunch!
say ‘thought’? That’s not true. There was no thought reAnne and Judy
quired! What could be better than lunching around our
beautiful lake?
Courses 419 & 420

LUNCHING AROUND THE LAKE

So far we have visited the delicious Belmont Star Anise, Toronto Yacht Club, the amazing Thai at Rathmines Catalina
Club and, ‘Mumma Mia’ – delightful Italiano at Emilio’s,
Warner’s Bay. This term we will dine at Pippy’s and Cave’s
Beachside Hotel.
Even though in theory our roll is full, our members have
busy lives and so we never have a full table. Generally there
are about a dozen of us. If you would like to join us, please
enrol.

Second week of each month in the term
Call Judy - 0431 011 008 OR Chris - 0417 234 476
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Look at What’s New in our Course Line-up
To enrol in any of these courses please email , Brendan Hanlon at membership.eu3a@gmail.com.

Taster Course: Building Model Ships

If this sounds interesting to you, please sign up and we will
see you there! For more information, visit their website on
http://newcastlemarinemodellers.org/wp/

Newcastle Marine Modellers Association in conjunction
with Eastlakes U3A will be offering a 4 week course to intro- Please Note:
duce prospective modellers to the hobby of radio control
You can invite a non-EU3A guest to come along for the 4
scale model ship building.
week course. They will need to join EU3A for a half price
The course will provide members and their guests with an
membership fee of $25. This will also entitle them to join
any other class we have on offer.
insight into the many aspects of the hobby including hull
selection, radio equipment, selecting and installing running
gear, selecting batteries and electrical equipment, and wiring amongst others. The course will run for four consecutive
weeks commencing Monday, August 22. It will be held in
the Belmont Library Meeting Room from 3:00 – 4:30 pm.

How to discover your family history
We featured this course in our
last ECHO but it’s a timely reminder that this exciting new
course starts in Term 3. Here
are the details.
Course 113
Monday 11.00am - 12.30 pm
BSC Hall Meeting Room
Limit 10 members

will be a rich gift to Eastlakes U3A and we believe that this
course will attract a lot of interest.
The course is aimed at participants who have little or no experience in researching their family history. It is Brian’s intention to contact members who decide to undertake the
course prior to commencement with a view to making any
modifications to content to better suit the needs of participants. Brian is also available to experienced members for
possible assistance with brick walls in their research at:

dataedgegenealogy@gmail.com
For more information on the course you can contact Brian
via email at the above address.

To enrol, please email our Enrolment Officer, Brendan
Brian MacLauchlan, a retired statistician, experienced family Hanlon at membership.eu3a@gmail.com.
history researcher and genealogy graduate will help the inexperienced to begin the process of discovering their ances- Thanks Brian. We look forward to your class starting in
try. Brian’s wealth of experience in research and genealogy Term 3.

SMALL GROUP iPad is BACK!!
Course 211
Tuesday 9.30am - 11.00am
BCC Hall Meeting Room
We haven't seen this course for 2 years with
COVID playing havoc for some of us. It’s
great to see the return of this great offering.
The course is for people new to the use of

an Apple iPad (not an Android tablet). In a small group, you will
learn the basics of how to operate your iPad. I will start by showing you how the settings work, then we will explore whatever
else you want to know about. Emails, internet, photos, social
media, video calls, calendars and reminders - your call. Your
iPad needs to be new enough to upload the latest IOS software
update, (usually less than 5 years old).

Look forward to seeing you there.
Lorraine.
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YOGA POSE with Michael
Virabhadrasana 2 (Warrior 2)
Practise this pose daily, holding for 30 seconds a side, building up to 1 minute. Beginners start by using a chair. Over time,
increase distance between feet and move to full pose.
BENEFITS
Develop strength and endurance. Improves
breathing capacity by expanding the chest.
The Warrior Poses give you the emotional
bravery you need for life.
WORK IN THE POSE
Back leg must be very firm. Lift back inner
ankle and back groin. Bent front knee is not
too rigid but relaxed. Push chest out, expand
chest cavity. Keep spine long and vertical.

Your Shoes are More Important than you Might Think.

A few newsletters ago, there was mention of a table tennis inciChecklist:
dent and the risk of falls associated with this. It prompted this artiThe sole grip: Is it shiny, worn, smooth and/or slippery?
cle to be written by our fitness guru, Loraine Dunn.

Many factors contribute to the risk of falling: balance, directional changes, unstable joints, medical conditions, bifocals,
medication, poor lighting, slippery floors just to name a few.
One important factor often overlooked is the state of our
footwear. We grew up in an era where our parents were frugal or perhaps couldn't afford expensive footwear and it can
rub off on us. Often the shoes we wear around the house or
the yard have seen better days, but considered ok, with a lot
of “wear” still left in them. However, this may not be the safest footwear option, when we consider that the majority of
our time is spent at home. A check on your footwear is a
good starting point for safety to lessen your risk of falls.

The heel wear: Draw a vertical line down the middle back of
shoe from heel to sole, check if wear has occurred more than
halfway across the sole surface. Uneven heel wear can compromise gait, balance and support.
The fit: Are your shoes stretched, loose, poorly fitting?
The laces: Ensure they’re not too long, and firmly tied.

Comfortable shoes need to give good support, fit the feet
well, have a sole that is textured for grip, have a heel that
provides stability and grip and have secure fastenings. Falls
can have a catastrophic effect on our lives, not just the fall,
but also the ripple effect of the consequences.
Scientific evidence around falls shows that 33% of falls can be
avoided and this is in your control. Avoid shoes with soft soles
as these may provide too much “sway” and not promote
good balance. Get out of your slippers as soon as possible.
Avoid thongs or sandals without heel support. Small actions
such as your choice of safe footwear can marginally decrease
your risk for falls! So check your shoes, stay safe, keep upright

Lorraine Dunn
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Guest Speakers Program 2022 1.30pm Belmont SC Hall on dates below.
TERM 3
2/8/22

Phil Bates

Phil previously presented to us a history of Folk Music in Newcastle. This year he will present,
“If You ‘Wanna’ End War and Stuff, You ‘Gotta’ Sing Loud.” Phil will discuss the impact of folk
music on the social changes in the 70s and 80s -protest songs.

16/8/22

Julie Keating

30/8/22

Jim Raine and
John Carter

6/9/22

Jessica Kyle

Newcastle’s Early Foreshore. Julie will discuss the early development of the foreshore area
stretching from Nobbys and continuing around to Stockton.
Fort Scratchley was built in 1882 to defend Newcastle against a possible Russian attack. Jim and
John, members of the Fort Scratchley Historical Society will discuss ‘The Ins and outs of Fort
Scratchley: an historical overview.’
Jessica Kyle from Service NSW will give us a presentation on Service NSW’s ‘Cost of Living Program.’ She will update us on how we can maximise our benefits from Service NSW and how to
apply, tools available for everyday savings and a brief look at the digital app.

Rhonda Smith is retiring from the leadership of this course at the end of the term. We are very grateful for the efforts she
has put in over the time of her leadership and thank her for her work. Of course, we are VERY KEEN to find a replacement
for Rhonda so that our popular Guest Speakers Program can continue. It is very possible for a group of members to share
this responsibility, sourcing speakers from their shared networks. So PLEASE give it some thought and contact our Leaders
Liaison , Anne Lawler, if you can help out.

leadersliaison.eu3a@gmail.com or phone 0403 467 132

TERM

START DAY & DATE

END DAY & DATE

TERM 3

MONDAY 25th July

FRIDAY 16th September

Friday 2nd September
2.00pm - 4.00pm

‘SPRING JAM’ Concert at Belmont Senior Citizens Hall, for Volunteers, members and
family and friends of Men Making Music and Advanced Ukulele Group.

TERM 4

MONDAY 17th October

FRIDAY 9th December

FINAL WORDS
COURSE VACANCIES

There are a number of course that are eager to welcome new members.

207 - TALK ITALIAN (Beginners) has some vacancies and would love to see you there. Tuesday 9.00am - 10.30am Swansea Centre
421 - PHILOSOPHY FUN De - MENTALS would love to share the thinking of more minds. Thursday 1.00pm - 2.00pm BSC Meeting Room
510 - CREATIVE SUGAR CRAFT has room for more participants as well. Check it out. Friday 9.30am - 12.30pm BSC Hall Meeting Room

THERE ARE MANY CLASSES WHO ARE WILLING AND HAPPY TO WELCOME MORE PARTICIPANTS SO PLEASE USE THIS
TERM TO EXPLORE WHAT OUR FABULOUS ORGANISATION HAS TO OFFER. YOU WONT BE DISAPPOINTED.

If you have an interesting story about any aspect of your class - a unique personality, an exciting group project, a great human interest story - please write it up and send it to me at
webandpublicity.eu3a@gmail.com Our members would LOVE to read about it.

Annette McEwan - EU3A Website and Publicity Coordinator
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